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Abstract

Bilingualism have shown to outperform monolinguals at suppressing task-irrelevant information. The present study compared bilinguals and monolinguals in a Hanford language (English) and identified them among four pictures while they were instructed to process the pictures that were not relevant to the task. Each target word was defined as a similarly-sounding word in a language competitors picture (e.g., hammer) and two neutral pictures. Following each eye-tracking activation of target words, and residual inhibition of competitor words. Eye-tracking showed similar within-language competition, but not in monolinguals. Together, monolingual bilingual comparisons suggest that cognitive control mechanism experience bilingualism in auditory comprehension. © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
### Bilingualism influences inhibitory control in auditory comprehension.
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**Abstract:**
Bilinguals have been shown to suffer from monolinguals at suppressing task-irrelevant information. The present study aimed to identify how processing linguistic diversity during auditory comprehension may be associated with inhibitory control. Monolinguals and bilinguals listened to words in their native language (English) and identified those among four pictures whose eye movements were tracked. Each target picture (e.g., house) appeared together with a similar sounding non-language competitor picture (b-panes) and two neutral pictures. Following each word, eye-tracking data were recorded to reveal the speed of inhibitory control. Processing bilinguals showed slower within-language competition across groups, priming slower non-language competition inhibition in monolinguals than bilinguals, suggesting differences in how inhibitory control was used to respond within language...
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